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ABSTRACT
This student module on'precautiOns for explosive

materials is one of 50 modules conce'r d with job safety and health.
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matAials, their classification, an rocedures for transport,
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INTRODUCTION ;-

An explosive is -rthemi cal compound or mixture that capable of suddenly

undergoing a very rapid chemical change, during which large quantities of

heat and gases are -produced. The rapid chemical change, or explosion, is

usually accompanied by a vigorous shock and loud noise.

Explosiont that are intentionally set Off to serve some purpose in ,indus-

try4 such as in 'mining, construction; or agricilltUr'e, are car- Ally planned.

A safe explosive reaction usually involves a series eexplosions that take .

plLe in a certain sequence. This series of events, known-ai the explosive

train, may re:Wire the use of sexgral dif ferent explosives ork,...exflosive-

devices, all of whichmust be handled with respect for their destructive

potential. Only a trained, qualified person may actually use explosiVes
1.

awl carry out the duties of blasting. However, many workers may encounter AP

or aid in the transport of explosives, and so some general i nformation about

the different types of explostves and how to handle theeis'important to

III know.
,

fr

,

This module provides a brief.introductionto the types of explosive .

..

,materials, their classification. and safe procedures for transport, unloading

. and storage. .
cc-

,

(

1

OBJECTIVES -)/

Upon completion of this module the 'ttudent should be able to:
t

1. -List six' general guidelineS' concerning explosive miterials.. (Page 3)

2. Describe two general categories of eipldsives. '(age 4)

3, Describe six kinds of explosive products-or device (Page 5)

; 4. Describe the Department of Transportation classes of explosiVes. (Page 9)

5. Identify tie precautions necessary for safe unloading 4 explosives

from a rail car. (Page 11)
,

6. 1.st the safe procedures for transporting explosives by motor vehicle.

(Page 13)

.-
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7.
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MI

Detcribe the correct response to a fire in& motor vehicle transporting.
, .

explosives. Page 15)

8. Describe safe storage provisions for explosives. _Page 18)

9. discuss the safety and health aspeciof--exligosives".-.- (Page 20)

10. Identify the main sources of information regarding explosives handling,

including who to call if ydu find explosives'or explosive devices.
.

(pale 21) : , ' '
.

.

. ,- . .

11. dentifyfive commori.substances that can explode under-certain conditions.

(P
I

ge22) I

1
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SUBJECT MATTER. it

OBJECTIVE t List six general iideltnes concerning

explosive materials.

.

competent, authorized person should Always be in charge of explOsives.
.

The erson in charge should know the federal; state, city,'and other reg4onal

regulations and laws that pertain to the packing, marking, shipping, or

handling explosives. For.everyone other than authorized persons, tht,.9enerat

rule should be simply "don't_ZoUch" without the proper guidance. Loading,

unloading, storage, and transportation should bfcarried out under the dir

tion of a qualified supervisor... Explosive materials shoulebe kept away

from unauthorized persons, especially from-children, who have been known

to mistake detonating devices for toys.

No source of ignition should be allowed within 100feetibf abfist area

(except for lighting of thesafety fuse during blasting) or, within 50'feet

of a magazine (explosive storage building) or vehicle containint explosive

materials. Sources of ignition include matches, lit cigarettes, sparking

metal toolS, or any spark -producing or flame6roducing detiices.

IlEOlosiwes should also be protected from excessive het from flameprat-
.

ducing devices, impact,'Or friEtion. Packages of explosives should b.q handled

gently. *
Explosive materials that are damaged or' deteriorated should never be

used. If you see such materiAlS, orif the containers of explbsiye materials

. appear dameged,; deteriorated, or Jeaking, report it to your supervisOr a

once. Since'exposure to weather damages most explosives; every effort shou
-.-

be made to keep explosives dry and cool throughout transport and storage.

Horseplay around explosive materials must Ile strictly ,proybited. Never

shoot into explostveimaterials,.Magazines, or vehiCles loaded with explosive

materiali. ,

Workers shOuld not Attempt 'fo'fight fires in explosive materi,qs. All

employeeSandbystandem SAUld e,:facuate4e Areas of the fire (within 2000

c 14,feet),

SI SH -2i /Page 3
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ACTIVITY 1:*

1. 'Mark each statement True or False.

a. No source of ignition should be allowed
within 100 feet of a magazine 9r vehicle
containing explosive materials.

4b. Explosives fires _should not be fought.

c. Explosives should be protected from
ignition, but they withstand heat well.

d. In case of explosives fires, people should
be evacuated within a 20 foot area.

e. Some explosives are sensitive to impact.

f. ,Supervisors should be notified of damaged
patkages or containers,, even if there is no
leakage.

2. List five factors that could lead to deteribration

of explosives and that should be avoided. Give

examples of each factor. -

a.

b. -

c.

d.

e.

L

OBJECTIVE.2: Describe twa general categories of

?plosives.

*

4i,

Some explosives detonate (undergo explosive r(faction orfligo, off") very
4 X.

rapidly and easily; these are classified as high expld'sives. Other explosives',

undergo chemical, transformation/hundreds of-times. more slowly and usually

less readily; these are called how e'plosives. Low explosives are said to

deflagrate (rapidly burn) rattler thdn to detonate. While some high explosives

detonate.at a rate of four mile'S4,per second, some low explosivelfdeflegrate

at 900 feet per second. With either type of explosive, the release of heat

*Answers to Activi ,ties appear pn page 24.

4/SH-20r 7
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and.gases is Occurring very quickly; therefore, it should be clear that low

explosive does not imply a low hazard.

High explosives can bt subdivided into-p'rimary and secondary explosives
4

Primary explosives, such as dynamite,.nitroglycerin, lead azide, and mercury

fulminate, are extremely sensitive' to heat, shock, and friction. Secondary

explosives) such as tetryl, TNT, and cyclonite, sometimes require a booster

(another explosive) to reach the point of Oplos'idn.

ACTIVITY 2:

Choose one answer from each pair.

Which of the following would be considereghe

most ,hazardous?

1. a. Primary explosives.

b. Low explosives.

2. a, Deflagrating explosives.

b. Detonating explosfyies.

3. a. High explosives.

b. Low explosives.

4. a.. Primary explosives,.

b. Secondary explosives. 410

OBJECTIVE 3:' Describe six kinds of explosive products
ii

or devices.
4

Commercial explosives are considered to include, but are not limited to,

high explosives, black blastirig powder, blasting caps, electric blasting

caps, non-electric delay blasting caps, 'and tonating cord. These aterials

are' sensitive to impact,. fire and friction rying degrees and mist be

handled with Appropriate care. Storage req ments are stringent and trans-
.

portation regulations must be observed at all times,

High explosives decompose' or explode almost instantaneously on being

initiated or set off by a detonating action such as that of a detonator

8
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a . .

( blastiiig cap, electric blasting cap), detonating cord or a special primer

of some sort. Dynamite is the most common type of 'high explosive.

Black blasting powder is a deflagrating explosiv,e that explodes much

inore'slowly than dynamite. HoweAr, it is quite'sensitive.to spark, flame,

and friction. Partly because of this, and partly because it is relatively

expensiveOlack powder has-been almost entirely replaced by safe; and more

eco

1
cal high explosives and blasting agents. -. ,

Blasting caps (ordinary blasting

caps as shown in Figure 1) are short

.

capsules closed at one end and contain-

ing a small quantity of one or more

Figure 1. Ordinary No. 6
blasting caps.

very sensitive, powerful high explosiv

The. capsules or shells are made of

aluminum or copper. These caps, when

fimited.by means of a length of safety

fuse, are used for' initiating other'

explosives, such as dynamite.

Electric blasting caps (Figure 2)

and delay electric blasting caps (Fig- /

ure 3) are. completely closed shells

with two wires protruding from one end.

The opposite end contains

one or more small power-

ful charges of high ex-

plosive. Like the ordi-

nary caps described

above, these caps are

also used for initiating

'other explosives, but

es.

Figure 2. .Electric blasting cap.

Page 6/SH-20
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the application, of elec-

t tric.current. Electrid

caps are less hazardous,

than the ordinary or

fuse type, since the

shell is completely

' closed.

All blasting caps,

both ordinary or...electric,

have the warning, "Blast-

ing ap Explosive

Dange ous" printed on

the sh 11. Blasting caps

sting caps may explode'prematurelyhen exposed to spark,
,

riction; therefore', they should no be handled roughly, probed,

Figure 3. Delay electric
basting caps.,

and electric bl

heat, shock or

connected to electric sources, or used'as a toy by anyone. Every care should

be taken to ensure thsat all types of caps (and other explosive pt-oducts)

do not get into the bands of children. Blasting caps should be employed

for blasting only by or Un44,the direction of fully experienced personnel.

Safety fuse (shown

. in Figure 4) is a flexible

cord containing.an inter-

nal burning medium by

which fire or flan 9 may

travel at a contindous

and uniform rat2 from the

poi t bf ignition to the

poin of use, which is

usually a blasting cap. Safety fuse is made in two burning speeds, approxi-

mately 120 and 90 seconds per yard.. The for+ is considered standard in

the United States. However, these burning speeds are subject to manufacturing

tolerances and, in addition, may be altered by various factors including

storage, weather, atmospheric pressure, mishandling and conditions of use.

Figure 4. Rolls'of safety fuses.

$

SH-20/Page 7
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DETONATING
CORO

figure 5. Detonating cord packed on./
spools containing 500 and 1000 feet.

.

Detonating cord

(Figure 5) is a flexible

cord containing a center

core of high explOsives

used td.detonate other. .

explosjves with which'it
,

comes in contact. if-
,

ferent types of ona-.

ting cord hOe different

st;e cores and various

combinatibns Of cover-,

ings, which may include

textiles, waterproofing

compounds, and plastic,

designed to protect the $
core%from damage in ,

handling and use, and

from water,penetration. The explosive in(the'core is initia4d with a detona-

tor (hlasting cap or electric blasting cap) or other suiN)le initiator or

booster and travels along the core at a rate of approximately 21,000 feet pgr

second. '

,In addition to the commercial explosives described above, some other

'materials known as blasting agents are used extensively for commercialblast-

ing, although, they are not classified as explosives. Blasting aientS are

f--Thipped under the designation "nitro-carbo-nitrate," often shortened toNCN..

Ammonium nitrate and blasting agents (NCN's) are classified by the Department

of Transportation (DOT) as "oxidizers" (materials that support burning) and

are subject to the DOT Hazardius.Materials'yegulations. 'Placarding (labeling)

as "oxidizers" is required.
, .

Water-gel (slurry) explosives, a recent developmenthAe become widely

accepted in recent years. Their safety characteristics are .practically the

same'as those of tTe.blasting agents. 1 Many of them contain a high explosive

sensitizer, however:and must be treated as a commercial explosive.

Page 8/SH-20
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.ACTIVITY 3:
.

MatCh the type of explesi/e 1 ':tqd on the' left with 1 ti,

description on the right. * ,

1. Safety fuse. , . a. Not classlfied,as

it.

xpl

.2. Blastirfg caps s b.1 Used ffor initiating

It %.
",other explosives.

3. Black powder. c. Flexible cord li th a
center-of high explo- '

sives.'

4. Electric blasting d. Fur]ction by application-

caps, of current.

5. Blastimo agents. e.' A cord wpich conveys&
flame to a blasting CFO.

6. Detonating,cond. f. Very sensitive to spark,
flame,' and friction.

_a*

.11

OBJECTIVE 4: Descflbe the Department of.Transportation

Cla,sses of explosives.

/
.

t ,.. , .

.

N,Expl osi yes. are among' the 'hazardou s m iterial s identified by' the' Department

of TrawortatiN,. on as
.

capable of posing an unreasonable risk. to health,
%
safety,

. .. .
.

.' and property when transported in commerce. There S're three main classifica-

tions of explosive materials: Class A, Clip B, and elass.C.- The appnopriate,

"labels for each class are shown 'in Figure' 6. t

. 41, ,

, \C
N

or,

Figure 6. Placards for -erxplosive'materiaLs..

SH-20/Page 9
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CLASS A

.theease with whiCh they may be made'to detonate or deflagrate: Class A ex-
,

plosives include both high and low explosiwes. -Some examples of Class A ex-

plesives follow:

Black powder,.'

Dynamite.-

l'initrotolueile (TNT).

Trinitromethyleme:triamine.,01?)().

Penaerythritol tetranitriate (PETN).

Picric acid.

..Class A explosive'scan alsginclude'such items as'roCket and Bannon

ammunition,,handgrenades, naval torpedoes, land and sea mines, bombs; and

explosive, projectiles.

These Class A expigsives are sometimes subdivided into nine types. accord-

leing to the relative ease of detonation, chemical composition, and physical

spate: These Various types`will mot be,discoSied. 'It is'tufficient to know

',that Class A explosives present the maximum hazard. Extreme caution and all

applicable laws and regulations must be observed when they are handled,

tranipOrted and used. Persons encounterineClast A explosives. should to

awiif that careless handling could result in detonation. Careless handling

"ncludes exposure tcrbheat, ignition sources, friction, impact, and electrical

impulses:

S

-

Gass A explotbtes are those that present a maximum hazard because of

CLASS B

Class B explosives are those that are easy to ignite and that pon rap-

idly. They represent.a flammable hazard rather than a detlaitton hazard.'

ExaMples include materials such as photoflash powders, jet-ass4ted takeoff

(JATO) units, special,effects fireworks, and most rocket propellants.

Although the. hazard rising from Class B explosives may npt be as great

as from Class A, due, Precautions must be observed in their use,

Pige 10/SH -20
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CLASIkc: -

A

Of

Class- CexplOsives aregenerally manufaCtured articles that mgy contain

some Clakss A and4pr. Class B explosives, but only in very limited amounts.

Included in this class are small arms ammunition, explosive rivets, fuses,

igniters, squibs, ordinary fireworks, flares, and signals. k

Sone explosiies are so sensitive to shock and heat th t they cannot be

transportjed by rail, highway, air, or.water. These explosives are classified

by POT as "Forbidden." Some forbidden explosives are likely to detonate as a

result of only a slight jar. If these materials are diluted, ftabilized,lr
.$

ilicorpordted in devices, the "forbidden" classificaty ma/not apply.

ACTIVITY 4:

1., Which DOT class of explosives reprsents the

gredtest hazard?

2. ,
1k
b(posure of Class A explosives to heat,'ignition

sources, friction, impact, and electrical impulses

could result in,

N

OBJECTIVE 5: Identify the precautions.netessary-for

safe unloading of explosives from a rail car.

The consumer is responsible for the safe handling of explosiveswfromithe

moment they are:delivered. The transfer of explos4e materials may occur from

the railroad car which has been placed on the side track, from the supplier's

truck on the consumer's premises or at the manufacturer's or dealer's magazine

A number ofierecautions should be observed when unloading railroad cars

of explosives. They should be unloaded promptly, as required by the_Depart-

ment of .TranspOrtation (rDOT) regulations and in accordance with instructions(

on cards tacked on the inside of cars. When cars are opened, the seals should

a.

14
SH-20/Page 11



be retained and a record taken of seal numbers. Railroad cars should not be

left unattended between trips unless the car is locked.

Every precaution should be taken to prevent fire from reach" xplosives

whjlettrey are being unloaded. There should be no dry grass or debri within

25 feet of the car and, of course,.tnere shouldbe no smoking or carrying of

matthesiby personnei:-

Any runways, chutes or conveyors used for unloading should have no ex-
,

posed sparking wetal parts.

Packages of explosives should not be handled roughly. Throwing, dropping,

or slamming of packaged explosives should be carefully avoided.

Any damned or leakihg explosives packages should bereported to the

supervisor,)lho should then segregate them, place them in supplementary tight

containers, as necessary, and 'set them aside in a magazine after which a full

report should be'made to the manufacturer. All 'loose explosives and debris

should be swept up and burned in the recommended Fanner. Only authorized

personnel should dictate disposal procedures for damaged or empty explosive

containers. 9

After unloading is completed, all placards should be removed from the

car and the railroad notified.

ACTIVITY 5:

Fill in the bland:

1. Raidl/iCars of explosives.should not be left

unless the car is locked.

2. There should be no or

within 25'feet of a rail car

of explosives.

3. Any runways, chutes, Or conveyors for unloading

z."

Page 12/SH-20
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OBJECTIVE 5: List:the tee pcedures for transporting,

ex9losives'by motor 4-hicle.'
0

When transporting explosivei by motor vehicle, it is very important that

the vehicle be in 'good condition, Kqerly equipped and marked,land that all

legal requirements be%met. .This applies equally to supplier's equipment in

making delivery arwell 45 the consumer's truck, whether transporting explo-

sives on' the public highway or'on priva* property.

A plotor vehicle used for transportirexplosives is required to have ad-

equate capacity for the job and toipe in good condition. If a fully enclosed

°' truck body Is'hot employed, then an open body should have enough sideboard .

r
, height-to prevent packages of explosives from falling off and should have a

fireproof
0
tarpaulim to protect Cargo from weather and fire. In all vehicles,

electricA0 Wiring must be secured and'7Protected from contact with explosives.

The trugV.1.00r shoUld be ti6ht, and exposed.sparking metal that 4s likely to

contact the cargo.should be covered with wood or othe'r non-sparking material.

Vehicles carrying explos.ives'i, interstate commerce must be marked or

placarded in accordance with current Department of Transportation (DOT) regu-
.

)ations.- Vehicles not subjectIto;Da,placard.requirements' must be marked or

Placarded as required by the applj,caple local and state regulations. In 6e
,

absence"of such _local or state'regulations, DOT standards should be -used.

Each motor vehicle used fo;-, trasporting'explosive materials shall be
At

equipped with a minimum of two fire extinguishers. Only extinguishers listed

qr approved by a nationally 'rerogniZed fire equipment testing laboratory shall

be deetedsuitable.for use on 1phiCles. They shall be provided with a device

permitting.visual determinatiOn-of.charged condition. Extinguishers shall be

located where they will be convAnient and 4ady-for immediate use. Extin-

guishers shall be examined and re$Wged periOdicalltin accordance with

manufacturer's recommendations Where trucks are.opera4d in sub-zero temper-

atures, dry powder extingUishers should be pr#ssurized with nitrogen gas im

lieu of carbon dioxide.

1G
as

a
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Vehicles should begin condition to_oass the following inspection at all

times: '

Fire extingutibers filled and in good working order.

All elec4ric-wi-ring completely protected and securely fastened to

prevent short-circuiting. Worn insulation should be repaired

before any explosies are loaded On,a motor vehicle.'

Chassis, engine, pan and bottom of_lyddy, should be clean and free

of surplus oil and grease.

,Fuel tanks and feed line should have no leaks.

Brakes, lights, horn, windshield wipers and steering apparatus

"'should be functieninrproperly.'

Tires should be p?operly infla Id and free of defects, All tires

should be checked each, time t truck is 'at rest or refueling

and/or at intervals of 50 mi or within, two hours' driving time.

Running on flat tires will t them up rapidly and they may catch
fire.,,,A flat or.soft tire on a pair of duals should be replaced

s promptly as possible. If a spare is not available and the
mitruck must proceed, remo've the.flat or Soft tire and drive at

reduced speed to the nearest point where replacement or repair

can be made.

The drive of tile vehicle should be careful, capable, reliable, ableto

read'and,write English and not addicted to the use or under the' influence' of

alcohol or drUgi. The driver must not smoke, or carry matches or other flame-(

producing device, firearm, or ammunition while transporting explosives. The

laws and/regulations governing the transportation of explosives along the

routes traveled'should.be known and followed by the driver. The driver should

also,be tnstructed that a trutt must not beleft unattended with explosives

on board. .

-No sparking metal tools, carbides, oils, matches, firearms, electric

storage batteries, acidS, corrosive compounds or flammable substages should

be carried in the,body of avehicle'transporting explosives.

:DJtonators may be .transported with other explosives in the same vehicle

only'in accordance with Title 49 of the Fedehl regulations. In intrastate

commerce, except whertprohibited by statgor local laws and regulations,

electric blasting caps and non-electric delay devices may be transported in

._,
the vehicle together with other explosives-provided that these produCts are

packed in Department of Transportation specification outside containers. In

questionable situations'the applicable state and local 'laws and regulations

should be consulted.

Page 14 /SH -20 / 17
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The driver' must drive at a safe speed and haye his vehicle Under control

/ftt all time's regardless of traffic, road conditions, and weather and should

avid cities and congested areas whenever possible. He must come toa full

stop before crossing a railroad trackor entering amain intersection and'
.

mukt not permit unauthorized, riders.

Refueling en lie should -be avoided whenever possible and shoUld be

done only with the motor stopped and brakes set.

Motor vehicles containing explosives should never be taken into &garage'

Or shop for repairs, or stored at-any time in a public garage or similar .

ullding,'or where people apsemble:

'Explosives should be loaded only in the care of someone authorized to

receive them. They should be stored in an approved Magazine. Packages of

explosives should never be Filed closely behind a motor vehicle exhaust pipe. °

ACTIVITY 6:

! . Name six safety criteria Tor vehicles used to trkhsport

explosive materials.

1.

3.

.4.

5.

6.

C

1

[

I
OBJECTIVE 7: .Describe the correct response to a fire in

a motor vehicle transporting explosives.

.1/

Fire in a motor vehicle transporting explosives constitutes a very serious

hazard since an explosion is quite likely to result. In the event a fire

should develop,-the following steps should be taken immediately:

I
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1. Pull off the road and stop. (Endeavor to avoid stopping. near any school

or building where there may be a concentration of people.)

2 Stop traffic in both directions and warn drivers and passengers and

occupants of buildings to ke!ep at least 2,000 teet 'away. (Enlist the

help of anyone available for this.)

-3, Local police or firemen offering assistance should be told the cargo ins

explosives.
1 . r

4. If the vehicle hauling the explosi -ves is of the tractor-trailer type, /,

the tractor should be disconnected from the trailer and driven to a dis-

tance of,atpleast 200 feet away.

5. If the-fire involves only the engine, cab, chassis, on tires, an effort

shou'd be made to put it out with fire extinguishers, sand or dirt, or

water. In the event of a tire fire, do not use all of the contAts of

the firelokinguishers as there is alwaYs, the danger .of a flashback fjre

after the initial fire has apparently been extinguished. As soon as

possib'e remove the wheel involved.

6. Sirlice tire fires are especially hazardous, the Institute of Makers of

Explosives has made available a leaflet,
.)DANGER! BNARE OF TIRE FIRES!"

(Included are 'some precaut'ons you can take to prevent tire fires and

what to do if you have 4 tire ffre.) 4'

7. In the event.the fire invoces or spreads, to the bo of the,vehicle

or the cargo, STOP FIGHTING THE FIRE and get away from it at least

2,000 feet distarii. The Institute of Makers ofixplosives has made

available a Truck Emergency Procedure card giving insfructionson what

to do incase of a truck fire (seejigure 7).
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ti P

I

4.

(

OON'T FIGHT

EXPLOSIVES FIRES!
(But you can prevent fire from reaching
the explosives... and save lives)

CENT1FY THE CARGO!,I/ Look to/ Ow Iwo co mho
oink or *Wu

2
ACT FAST!
Take Ow 600 anise ... ors prow
moonsumiven on tires, vows
Mt or body

flRE FOE

EMONICINVFME

Arr. ri

. STOP ALL TRAFFIC ARO CLEAN THE AREA FOR IIIIPEIT
NI ALL DIRECTIOWIL

. OON'T FIGHT FIRE! (CARGO AMAY EXiLOOEl.

WHEN TRACTOOFTRAIL ER K OIVOLVE 0 SEPARATE
TRACTORFPION TRAILER IF POSSIKE

WHEN TRACYOTRAIL EN IS INVOLVED SEPARATE
TRACTOR FROM TRAILER IF POSSIBLE

USE PLENTY Of WATIN-00USE IT IF WATER IS NOT
AVAILABLE USE ORY CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER
OR DIRT

"melon FIRE WAY START AIMS *TARO IT MTN
/EXThIGUISIIIN READY

CONSERVE DRY COMICAL -USE IN SHORT MITI

GliTIRE OFF MO AWAY FROM VENKLE

WHEN TRACTOR TRAIL ER IS INVOLVED &EMMA
TRApon FROM TRAILER IF POSSIBLE

Ill DRY MAMMAL FIRE EX'TINGUISHER, WATER OR L /
FOAit

DISCONNECT ONE tATTENY them,

CLEAR AREA *FORE FIRE REACHES CARGO

MEN TRACTOIATRAILUI IS I VOL VELIASIPARATE
TRACTOR FIEF TRAILER IF /LE '

USE DIIY CHEMICAL EXTINGU HER, WATER OR FOAM.

00 ROT FIGHT FIRE WHEN IT REACHES.CARGO

. A Safety Message to Law Enforcement
and Fire Protection Personnel from...

Figu4s 7. Truck Emergency Procedure card from the
Institute of Makers of Explosives.

11/1" ACTIVITY 7:

Mark each statement true 'or false.

1. A bystander-can provide a Aluable service in j

attempting to fight an explosives fire:

2. The area surrounding a fire in a motor Vehicle

carrying ixplosives should be evacuated to, a

dipbance of. 2,000 fleet away.

2(1

I
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OBJECTIVE 8: . Describe safe storage provisions for explosives.

All explosives, blasting agents, blasting caps,'electr4 blasting caps,

and detonating cord should. be stored fn magazines, properly designed and

located to comply with all applicable federal, stAte and local laws,\rules

and regulations. Magazines must be kept securely locked at all times except

for inspection, inventory, or the movement of blasting materia or out.

The Orpose of approved stioragd is-primarily one of safety eventing

unauthorized4eccess to dangerous Products, by preventing deter oration of

blasting. materials with attendant hazards and by minimizing the chance of

injury to employees and the public and damage to property in the event of an

. I(accidental explosion.

There are.five types of storage magazi9es. These types, together With

the classes of explosive materials which shall be stored therein, are as

. Type 1 storage magazines. Permanent facilities fir the storage

of high explosives,. Other classes may also be stored therein.

T)pe 2 storage magazines. Portable indoor.and outdoor facilities

for the stoage of high expldsives. Other cla'stes may also be

stored therein.

:Type 3 storage magazines. Portable outdoor facilities for the

_ temporary storage of high explosives while attended. Other

classes may/also be stored therein.

Type 4 storage magazines. Facilities-for the storage of low

explosives such as black powder. Blasting agents, or electric
blasting caps having leg wires at least four feet long (provided
they are in configuration as supplied brthe manufacturer) may
also be stored therein. (-

Type 5 storage magazines. Facilities for the storage of blasting

agents..

The storage of blasting caps, electric blasting caps, detonating primers

and primed cartridges with other explosivis is
t

not allowed by federal regula-

tions. -Other types of Class A explosives may be stored with Class B and C

explosives, but the classes of explosives must be keptpegregated within the

magazine.

Page 18/SH-20. y
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V

Detonating cord shall be stored in a Type 1, 2 or.3 magazine and may be

stored in the same magazine,with other explosive materials under certain

circumstances.

Magazines must.be located and constructed in accordance with federal,

state and local regulations, or as recommended by the Institute of Makers -

o(Explosives in its publications. The American Table of Distances, revised

and approved by the Institute in 1971, has been accepted by practically

. all governing bodies for the control of mag"azirie locations. This table

specifies the respective distances that magazines` of various sizes should be

,placed frckri each other and from the nearest inhabi_ted:building, passenger

railway, public highway, or navigable stream for quantities of explosives

ranging from two ponds to 300,000 pounds. Magazines should be.constructed

so that they are clean, dry,' well ventilated, reasonably cool s properly loca-

ted, substantially constructed, securely locked, Weather resistant, fire resis-

tant and theft resistant.

Magazine locations and access roads should be poted wit signs reading

"Explosives Keep Off" so placed that a bullet passing through any sign -

will not strike the magazine.

I

ACTIVITY 8:

, /,

Name eight Criteria of a rroperly constructed storage

magazine.

1.

2.

3.

4..

5

6.

7.

8.

0.
L

1
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OBJECTIVE 9: Discuss the safety and health aspects

of explosiv4 es.

Besides ,the hazard ofpotential explosiori, several health hazards are

associated with some-explosives. Explosives can be toxic and should never I

be ingested through food contamination, nor should prolonged skin exposure

or eye contact be allowed. Inhalation of dust or vapors from explosive maie-

rials should be avoided. To prevent such,hazardops exposures, packaging from.

.explosive materials should not,be recycled for explosives packaging or other

uses, All contact with explolive materials shoultibe avoided except under

the direction of a competent, authorized person.

,'Blasting may produce excessive noise. If this is the case, workers in

the area of noise exposure should wear hearing protection in accordance with

Federal, State, or local laws and regulations.

After a blast, toxic fumes may be present from blasts or burning explo-

sive materials. Applicable Federal, State and local laws regarding safe,

fume levels should be complied with before workers return to work in the blast

area..

ACTIVITY 9:

-4

Name., Ihtial health hazards associated with

explosives.

I.

2.

,.)
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08JECTIVE 10: Identify the main sources of information

regarding explosives handling, including who to call if

you find eXplo'stves or exp'osive devices.
f ,/

it
As stated in Objective 5, Depahment of Transportation (DOT) regulation;

"ern the tL-pas/portation of explosives. Copies of the Department of Trans-

portation Regulationi can be obtained by writing to the Association of Ameri-

can Railroads, Bureau of Explosives, Washington, D.C. 20036, or direct to.

the Department of Transportation, Hazardous Materiil'S Regulations Board, in

Washington, D.C. 20590.-'

The Occupational Safety an ealth Act includes regulations which apply

to the manufacture and use of explosives. These may be obtained by writing

to the Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

The Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration under the Department of

Interior has regulatory authority in the functions of Mine health and safety

assessment and compliance, educatidn, and training. This authority includes

jurisdiction over blasting procedures, devices, and. other aspects of explo-
.

iVes safety.

Information about state laws regarding transportation, storage? and use

of explosives may be . obtained through-the Bureau'of Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms, Washington, D.C. The Bureau has prepared a compilation of these

various laws. .

:A group of companies that manufacture explosives have formed the Insti-

tute Of Makers of ExplOsives, constituted of field persons.of the different

companies. This group publishes excellent safety information about explosives,

furnished to consumers by request at a nominal cost. 1'6 Institute is able to

advise explosives users about problems or questions not covered in the safety

1ipplary matterial. When the manuficturer of a given explosive is unknown or

unavalable to offer assistance, the Institute will supply aid in destroying

explosives to la"w enforcemeli agencies, users,,and government agencies.

.Mapufacturers are a good source of advice and information, and also make

available\Material SafAy Data Sheets on specific products.

If yikAId explosives or explosive devices; report them to the nearest

police, stie f, fire department, or military unit. If you are on the job,

I
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report to'your supervisor. Do not touch the explosive materials, and keep

others out of the area.

ACTIVITY

.Ariswer the questions.

1. Oat organization or agency' would be cO4ed fo

information concerning destroying explosives?

2. Concerning regulation of transportation of explosives?

OBJECTIVE it: Identify five common substances that can

explode under certain conditions.

Many of the explosive materials discussed earlier in this module are

likely to be encountered primarily in'an industrial setting or under con-

trolled conditions of transport. Usually these materials are properly labeled

and placarded, so that people are adequately warned of their hazards.

A number of more common materials, while not classifiable as explosives

under the DOT system of classification, also have a high hazard potential.

Under certain conditions,- many materials used in homes, farms, and offices

can and do explode.

Agricultural dustAlfinely suspended in certain concentrations, can

explode with all the forte and destruction of dynamite. Flour, cinnamon,

starch, and many other agricultural dusts must be carefully controlled during

processing and storage to prevent disastrous explosions.

Finely divided metals (like flake aluminum) should be stored in closed

containers. Moisture and dampness enhance spontaneous combustion and, should

the metals become wet (through improper construction or maintenance of storage

drums), fire and explosion may result. Use of equipment with internal com-

bustion engines should be restricted in areas where combustible or explosive

materials are stored or processed or the equipment should_have a flame or

spark-arresting device.
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'Battery-charging operations produce hydrogen gas, and an explosive-

atmosphere may result if adequate veMtilation is not provided. "NO SMOKING'

signs must be posted in such areas.

Methise gas may be found in tank, pit, sump, or drain cleaning opera-
.

tions, or wherever decaying -o'rganic material has accumulated. Colorless,

odorless, and tasteless, methane is highly flammable and is also an explosive '.

,

hazard. Ignition sources should be kept away from decIIIIII ing organic matter,

and confiped areas where such matter is present should be tested before entry

by workers.

Ammonium nitrate, used in fertilizer, can explode under certain circum-

stances and should be stored in-well- ventilated areas, away from oils or

hydroctbons. 4 4,

These are only a few of the materials in everyday use that have explosive

potential. The best insurance against a disistrous encounter with any harmful

substances is to read labels carefully, follow directions, and ask ydvr super-

visor for help and information when you need it.

ACTIVITY 11:

List five substance or types of substances) that can

explode under certain circumstances.

4!"
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ACTIVITY l

1. ar False.

-b. True.

c. False.

,d: False.

e. True.

True..

2. a. ,Heat.'.

Igm4tIbti sources.

c. Impact.

d. Friction.

e. Electrical impulses

, i ACTIVITY` 2

1. a.

.\
2. b.

3. a.

4. -

ACID 3

1. e.

2. b:

3. f.

4. d.

5-.4 "t-a.'

f ... 1
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4
re

4f

. 6. c.

ACTIVITY 4

1. Class A.

2. Detonation.

/
ACTIVITY 5, 7. )

se

1. Unattended.

2. Grass or debris

, 3. Sparking metal parts.

ACTIVITY 6

I Fire extinguishers filled and in good working order.
.

All electr ic wiring completely protected and securely fastened to
preventshort-circuiting. worn insulation should be repaired
beforeiarrexplefsives are 'faded on a motor vehicle.

engihe, pan and bottom of body should be clean and free
of surplus oil and grease.

Fuel tank and feed line should have ao leaks.

Brakes, lights, horn, windshield wipers and steering apparatus
should be functioning properly.

Tires should. be properly inflated and 'Yr of defects. A11 tires
should ito checked each time the truck is rest or refuel ing

and/or lat interval s of 50 .mi 1 wi thin two ours' drivjn one.
Running on flat tires will heat the p rapidly and they may catch

. fire .A flat or soft tire on a pair of duals shouldte replaced
at prntly as'possible: If a spare iS\not available and the
truck rust proceed, remove the flat or S'oft tire and drive at
reduced -speed to the nearest point wher; 'replacement or repair

can be made.

r

ACTIVITY 7
014.

2.

1. gOire.

e.

ACTIVLTY 8

Any eight of the following:

V.. Clean.

fi

2. Dry.

3. Well-ventilated,.

4. Cool.

5. Properly located.

2

O
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6. Substantially constructed\

7.. Secdrely locked.

8. Weather-resistant.

9. Fireresistant.:

10. Theft-resistant.

r ACTITY 9

1. Toxicity.-

2. Noise.

ACTIVITY 10

1. IME.

(r\ 2. DOT.

ACTIVITY 11

1. Agricultural dusts.

2. Metal dusts.

Hydrogen from battery-charging operations.

4. Methane gas.

5. Ammonium nitrate.

wow
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